Active Robot Monitoring
with Splunk
Try our bespoke synthetic monitoring solution, Active Robot Monitoring (ARM)—
powered by Splunk
Why synthetic monitoring?

Introducing Splunk ARM

Finding out about a performance issue with your
application or website from a real user is the most
expensive and risky way for a business to discover
a problem. Fortunately, synthetic monitoring
overcomes the need for real users to report errors
or interruption in services.

Splunk ARM is a capability developed by JDS
that enables synthetic performance monitoring
for websites, mobile, cloud-based, on-premise,
and SaaS apps. It provides IT staff and managers
a global view of what’s happening in your
environment, as it’s happening.

It does so by employing scripts that emulate the
steps taken by real users engaged with your
business services, automatically and according to
your preferred schedule. Synthetic monitoring is
an important IT solution that adds dimension to the
other information gathered from your servers and
networks.

Use the customisable results dashboard to easily
consume performance data, and drill down to easily
isolate issues by location or transaction layer. Get
better data to measure and report on your Service
Level Agreements.

Immediate reporting means you have visibility
over what systems are causing issues and where.
Synthetic monitoring provides you with consistent
and predictable measurement of real-time
performance and availability, without having to rely
on feedback from users.

Current Splunk users: this offers you the ability to
leverage more of Splunk’s capabilities to get the
best from your environment.
New to Splunk? JDS will provide you with
independent advice and assist with licensing and
deployment, training, and support.
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What makes ARM better?
JDS’ custom-built ARM is different from other synthetic monitoring solutions in several ways:
•

Splunk Points of Presence (PoPs) are flexible, meaning you can determine your own PoPs and
establish them in the locations that matter to you.

•

The Splunk machine learning toolkit can be applied over the insights you gain from ARM to understand
your data and identify trends/recurring issues.

•

There are a variety of robot scripting protocols developed by JDS that allow you to do complex
transactions that emulate sophisticated tasks users do.

•

Dashboards and visibility are customisable, and you have access to the latest Splunk features, such as
Event Annotation.

•

When performance changes, access to a rich breakdown of network/server time lets you answer the
age-old question: is it the network or the application?

Fast Setup, Easy
Interface
Create robust, browser-based
monitoring scripts for distribution
across multiple environments,
using Splunk’s built-in features
only.
There’s no need to download
or deploy further applications—
everything you need is on the one
system and the one dashboard.
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Active Monitoring

Predictive Analytics

Leverage Splunk PoPs to
simulate user sessions, so that
you can ensure application
availability and performance.

Use historical performance data
to predict future issues, and set
dynamic thresholds to keep an
eye on performance.

Have visibility over operations
anywhere in the world, in
or outside of your firewall—
anywhere your Splunk PoPs are
located.

Forget taking manual
measurements against KPIs
for Service Level Agreements:
automatic alerts can notify you
the moment you deviate from
expectations.
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Utilise the power of Splunk

One fast point of reference: View all your performance data in a
single location, and drill down on areas of interest to gain deeper
insight. Combine your current situation with historical data, and
identify trends and scope for performance gain.

Compare locations: Are slowdowns and outages happening at a
particular location, or at a particular time? View application availability
and performance status over different locations, sort geographical
data by issue severity, and establish how user experience could be
affected by their physical location.

Track transactions: See which transactions are problematic, and
in what locations. Isolate transaction layer response times to learn
where time is being spent, whether at client, network, or server level.
Keep your third-party services in check, and ensure your application
is performing at the top of its game.

Pinpoint causes: Evaluate the root causes of performance issues.
Leverage JDS’ Splunk solution to pinpoint problems at a granular
level, see how historical code changes have affected user experience,
and check for hardware overload.

Spotlight on errors: See exactly what errors users are
seeing. Should an unexpected result be received, full
screen-shots of the problem allow for faster diagnosis and
better communication to users.
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JDS—Your service provider
JDS ensures that IT systems work. This means ensuring they perform under load
and are secure, reliable, effectively automated, and always available. We provide
both IT and business stakeholders real-time, contextual visibility into IT health and
performance, and the ability to address issues quickly.
We can assist you by setting up end-user monitoring across a vast array of IT
systems, from web applications, to ERP/CRM systems, mobile applications, and
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) systems.
As attested experts in optimising operational performance and availability, JDS is
the trusted partner of choice for leading Australian organisations, having provided
support to nine of the top ten businesses in the country.

An award-winning edge
JDS has a history of continual excellence, with an in-depth capability complemented
through partnership with leading vendors including Splunk, AppDynamics,
ServiceNow, HPE Software/Micro Focus, and CA Technologies.
Our provision of bespoke customer solutions and a dedication to business best
practice have seen us consistently winning awards, including the HP ‘Software
Partner Excellence’ in the South Pacific, multiple small business and business
culture awards from Business Review Weekly (BRW), the AppDynamics ‘Emerging
Markets Partner of the Year’ award, and the ‘Defence Reserves Support Council
Victoria Medium Private Sector Award’.

Visit one of our local offices today
Melbourne: 8/2 Russell St
Brisbane: 19/123 Eagle St
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Sydney: 10/50 Park St
Adelaide: 3/147 Pirie St
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